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Destructive quantum interference in heterocyclic
alkanes: the search for ultra-short molecular
insulators†
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Designing highly insulating sub-nanometer molecules is diﬃcult because tunneling conductance increases
exponentially with decreasing molecular length. This challenge is further enhanced by the fact that most
molecules cannot achieve full conductance suppression with destructive quantum interference. Here,
we present results for a series of small saturated heterocyclic alkanes where we show that conductance
is suppressed due to destructive interference. Using the STM-BJ technique and density functional theory
calculations, we conﬁrm that their single-molecule junction conductance is lower than analogous
alkanes of similar length. We rationalize the suppression of conductance in the junctions through
analysis of the computed ballistic current density. We ﬁnd there are highly symmetric ring currents,
which reverse direction at the antiresonance in the Landauer transmission near the Fermi energy. This
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pattern has not been seen in earlier studies of larger bicyclic systems exhibiting interference eﬀects and

DOI: 10.1039/d1sc02287c

constitutes clear-cut evidence of destructive s-interference. The ﬁnding of heterocyclic alkanes with
destructive quantum interference charts a pathway for chemical design of short molecular insulators

rsc.li/chemical-science

using organic molecules.

Introduction
Designing and measuring sub-nanometer molecular insulators
constitutes a fundamental challenge. Current mediated by
coherent tunneling increases exponentially with decreasing
molecular length.1,2 Consequently, even molecules with a large
HOMO–LUMO gap will not be eﬀective insulators if they are very
short. A diﬀerent route to creating highly insulating molecules
is to use molecules with destructive quantum interference
eﬀects, which can eﬀectively suppress the coherent singlemolecule conductance in the low-bias regime.3 This eﬀect has
been demonstrated in a range of p-conjugated organic molecules4–8 and in saturated s-conjugated silanes.9–12 Saturated
molecules with destructive interference in the s-system have
particularly low conductance, as there is no p-channel and
transmission through the s-channel is suppressed.13–17 This
opens a potential avenue for using molecules with destructive s-
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interference as molecular insulators. However, the potential has
been limited to date by the restrictive structural requirements
for the molecules in which the eﬀect appears.18–20
Destructive s-interference has been demonstrated experimentally in cyclic and bicyclic permethylated silanes,11,12 and
computationally in permethylated alkanes.10 These molecules
have a backbone that is constrained to a cisoid dihedral angle,
i.e., one that is approaching 0 .9,11,21 Alkanes with gauche defects
have been accessed experimentally and assessed computationally,22–27 but the suppression of the conductance is modest. This
is presumably due of lack of methyl substituents in the systems
that have been examined.10,28 However, permethylated cyclic
and bicyclic alkanes are not synthetically accessible. If the
destructive s-interference eﬀect is to benet from the broad
range of complex molecules available through modern organic
synthesis, diﬀerent classes of saturated systems with the eﬀect
need to be explored.
In this article, we examine the single-molecule junction
properties of saturated heterocyclic cyclohexane derivates, 1,4dithiane, 1,4-piperazine and 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane,
C222-diaza, also known as DABCO, shown in Scheme 1. These
molecules all have molecular length below 5 Å, and thus
constitute some of the shortest that can be measured in Au–
molecule–Au junctions. Unlike previously explored nonmethylated alkanes and methylthiomethyl-functionalized
cyclohexanes, we nd that these heterocyclic alkanes show
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Scheme 1 Structures of the Cn-NH2, piperazine, C222-diaza, CnSMe, dithiane, and C222-SMe.

signicant suppression of conductance due to destructive
quantum interference in the s-system.

Results
Piperazine, C222-diaza, and dithiane are structurally similar to
previously explored silanes12 exhibiting destructive s-interference, with the dihedral angles across the cyclic and bicyclic
motifs inherently constrained. For piperazine and dithiane in
their dominant chair conformations, these dihedral angles (N–
C–C–N and S–C–C–S) are 52 and 67 , respectively. In C222diaza the N–C–C–N dihedral angles are close to 0 . All three
systems diﬀer from previous s-interference systems10 by the
absence of methyl substituents. Furthermore, the molecules
studied here are much shorter making them possible insulators
over an ultra-short length scale.
Piperazine and C222-diaza
We measure the single-molecule junction conductance of
piperazine and C222-diaza using the scanning tunnelling
microscope-based break-junction technique (STM-BJ). We show
logarithmically binned two-dimensional (2D) conductance
histograms generated from these measurements in Fig. 1a and
b. In the STM-BJtechnique, single molecule measurements are
done by trapping the target molecule between Au electrodes
aer forming and elongating a single Au atom contact. The
conductance feature between 102 and 103 G0 in the 2D
histograms between 0 and 0.2 nm displacement correspond to
the molecular junction and indicate that these junctions have
plateau lengths that extend to about 0.2 nm. Consistent with
previous studies, the molecular junction plateau lengths are
systematically shorter than the molecular backbone length by
roughly 5–8 Å.29 The tension that the Au-contact is under during
the elongation process will cause the relaxation of the electrodes when the Au-contact ruptures, making it diﬃcult to have
every junction elongated by the backbone length. Additionally,
we cannot assume that every junction forms with the molecule
exactly parallel to the pulling direction. Taking such eﬀects into
account, both molecules form junctions at short electrode
displacement in accordance with their short molecular length.
The corresponding one-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms are shown in Fig. 1c, along with that of their linear alkane
counterpart ethylenediamine (C2-NH2). We determine their
junction conductance values by tting Gaussian functions to
Chem. Sci.

Fig. 1 Logarithmically binned 2D histograms of conductance traces
measured with (a) piperazine and (b) C222-diaza, compiled from
3000–5000 traces without any data selection. (c) Logarithmically
binned 1D histograms of conductance traces measured with C2-NH2,
piperazine and C222-diaza, compiled from 3000–5000 traces
without any data selection. (d) Measured conductance values (histogram peaks) plotted against the molecular length (N–N and is obtained
from DFT-optimized structure). Piperazine, C222-diaza and dithiane
are below the respective ﬁt conductance decay line for the alkane. See
Fig. S1† for raw data. (e) Optimized Au–molecule–Au junction structures of C2-NH2, piperazine, and C222-diaza. (f) Calculated transmissions of Au–molecule–Au junctions plotted against energy relative
to Fermi energy, showing anti-resonance around Fermi energy for
piperazine and C222-diaza.

these peaks. The conductance values are centered at 9.5  104
G0 and 1.9  103 G0 for C222-diaza and piperazine, respectively, lower than that of C2-NH2 (5.6  103 G0). We note that
these histograms represent both the spread in conductance and
most frequently measured values.
We compare these experimental conductances with those of
amine-terminated linear alkanes. Their experimental singlemolecule conductance is plotted against N–N distances obtained from DFT calculations in Fig. 1d. The conductance of the
alkane series decays exponentially with increasing length,
thereby exhibiting linear decay on a semi-log plot as shown in
Fig. 1d. Piperazine and C222-diaza are both shorter than C2NH2 while having the same number of equivalent atoms. Their
conductances are below the line of the alkane series, indicating
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that they are more insulating than an alkane of the same N–N
length.
The amine-terminated alkanes we used to plot the conductance decay line in Fig. 1d are primary amines, while the linkers
of piperazine are secondary amines and those of C222-diaza are
tertiary amines. To further validate that the insulating trends of
piperazine and C222-diaza are independent of binding groups,
we measure the conductance of secondary and tertiary amineterminated linear alkanes to understand if the diﬀerent N
linkers account for this reduced conductance. Fig. S2† shows
the conductance histogram for a butane backbone with NH2,
NH–CH3 and N–(CH3)2 linkers where we can see that there is
almost no discernible diﬀerence among these three indicating
that methyl groups on the terminal amine do not alter junction
conductance. We can thus conclude that piperazine and C222diaza are more insulating than their linear alkane counterparts
of the same length, regardless of the structure of the terminal N.
We therefore hypothesize that s-interference in cyclic and
bicyclic moiety of piperazine and C222-diaza can suppress their
conductance compared with linear alkanes.
We compute the Landauer transmission of the fully
extended Au–molecule–Au junctions visualised in Fig. 1e.
Piperazine has conformational freedom, but only conformations where the nitrogen lone-pairs are in equatorial positions
appear to be long enough to form junctions in room temperature experiments considering the gap that opens aer the gold
point-contact is ruptured.29 Transmission of the shorter junctions are discussed in ESI† part 3. Plotted in Fig. 1f, the transmission of piperazine and C222-diaza is signicantly
suppressed in an energy range close to the Fermi energy
compared to C2-NH2. Piperazine and C222-diaza both have an
antiresonance (dip) close to the Fermi energy in these calculations, which is a signature of destructive quantum interference.
We note that the exact energetic position of the antiresonance
cannot be exactly predicted due to the quantitative limitations
of DFT.30 The antiresonance is in the vicinity of the Fermi energy
in both cases and will aﬀect the single-molecule conductance
when a bias-window is opened.

Dithiane
Conductance data obtained from measurements of dithiane are
shown in Fig. 2a and c. Dithiane has well-dened junction
geometry that is very similar to –SMe binding motives.31,32
Dithiane has two peaks in the 1D histogram which can be
identied as junctions of two diﬀerent lengths from the 2D
histogram. Dithiane primarily adapts a chair conformation,
which has sulfur lone-pairs available for bonding with the Au
electrodes in equatorial and axial positions as illustrated in
Fig. 2b. Based on the calculation results shown in Fig. S7,† we
attribute the higher-conducting and shorter junction to
molecular conformations where the Au is bound either in an
axial–axial conguration or axial–equatorial conguration as
both of these junctions have roughly the same length and
calculated transmission. The shorter junction conformations of
SMe-functionalized alkanes were measured in a previous
study,31 where it was found that these also have higher

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(a) Logarithmically binned 2D histograms of conductance
traces measured with dithiane compiled from 3000 traces without any
data selection. (b) Dithiane structure showing the two S-lone pairs
with equatorial–equatorial and axial–axial conﬁgurations. (c) Logarithmically binned 1D histograms of conductance traces used to
generate panel (a). (d) Measured conductance values (histogram
peaks) plotted against the molecular length (S–S length obtained from
DFT-optimized structure). Values for linear alkanes are also shown.
Conductance values for Cn-SMe are reproduced from the previous
work.12 Dithiane and C222-SMe are below the ﬁt conductance decay
line for the alkane. (e) Optimized Au–molecule–Au junction structures
of C2-SMe, dithiane, and C222-SMe. (f) Calculated transmissions of
Au–molecule–Au junctions plotted against energy relative to Fermi
energy, showing anti-resonance around Fermi energy for dithiane.
Fig. 2

conductance than the fully extended alkane junctions. We
attribute the lower-conducting longer junctions to the equatorial–equatorial conguration and focus the rest of this discussion to this junction which has a conductance of 4.1  104 G0.
We next compare the experimental conductances of C2-SMe,
dithiane, and C222-SMe with those of a series of thiomethylterminated linear alkanes, plotted against calculated S–S
distance in Fig. 2d. Synthesis and measurements of Cn-SMe was
reported in ref. 12. The conductance of longest conformation of
dithiane is signicantly lower than that of linear thiomethylfunctionalized alkanes of the same length. By extrapolating
the conductance decay trend of the alkanes we see that dithiane
is more than an order of magnitude lower in conductance.
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Compared with the previously studied methylthiomethylfunctionalized bicyclo[2.2.2]octane (C222-SMe),10 the conductance is in the same low range as C222-SMe at 1.7  104 G0.
However, dithiane is much shorter molecular length as evident
in Fig. 2d.
Calculation of the Landauer transmission of the Au–molecule–Au junction shown in Fig. 2e support the experimentally
observed trend. Signicant suppression is evident when we
compare the transmission of dithiane with its alkane counterpart C2-SMe in Fig. 2f. Again, we see an antiresonance in the
transmission of dithiane suggesting destructive quantum
interference. This is also the case for some of the shorter
junction conformations, although shorter junctions inevitably
have somewhat higher transmission. The transmission for all
junction conformations of dithiane are included in Fig. S7.†
While the transmission of previously studied C222-SMe is
also very low, the transmission function is at around EF and
does not show a clear signature of interference.10 We note
further that dithiane, piperazine, and C222-diaza do not have
methyl substituents unlike C222-SMe, and we shall explore this
diﬀerence in more detail below.

Ballistic current density
We investigate the transmission suppression in piperazine,
C222-diaza, and dithiane by computing the ballistic current
density through the molecules.33,34 The Landauer transmission
and current density of C222-diaza and C222-SMe calculated in
the wide-band limit are shown in Fig. 3; that of piperazine and
dithiane are included in Fig. S3.† In good agreement with the
transmission computed with explicit Au electrodes (Fig. 1f and
2f), C222-diaza has an antiresonance between the HOMO and
LUMO resonances. C222-SMe has an antiresonance close to the
LUMO resonance, which is not clear in the computations shown
in Fig. 2f, where Au electrodes are explicitly included. We rst
examine the current density of C222-diaza at the Fermi energy.
We plot it as three-dimensional vectors in Fig. 3b, where the
arrow thickness is the vector-length, and in Fig. 3c as a heat map
of current through the xy-plane in the middle of the bicyclic
structure (z being the direction of the current). We see that the
vector eld is dominated by forward current (red) directly
between the two nitrogen atoms, with a backwards ring current
(blue) being formed by three contributions through the
through-bond paths. In Fig. 3d, we plot the current density of
C222-diaza at 2.0 eV, i.e., an energy at the other side of the
antiresonance in the transmission. A clear signature of
destructive quantum interference,28 the ring currents reverse
their direction and the direct current between the nitrogen
atoms is now in the backwards direction (blue).
Turning to the question of why we see sharp interference
features with the absence of methyl substituents, the current
density indicates that despite the structural similarity C222diaza diﬀers signicantly from C222-SMe. While the injection
will be diﬀerent into the bicyclic cage, the central parts are
almost identical. We have not observed the threefold symmetry
of the cage-structure retained in the current before. As can be
seen in Fig. 3e, the current through C222-SMe is injected into
Chem. Sci.

(a) Transmission of C222-diaza and C222-SMe calculated with
the wide-band approximation. (b) Ballistic current density in C222diaza at the Fermi energy plotted as a three-dimensional vector ﬁeld.
Forward current is red and backwards current is blue. The arrow
thickness is scaled by the vector length (the magnitude of the current
density at that point in space). (c–e) Current density plotted as heat
map through a cross-section at the center of the bicyclic cage for (c)
C222-diaza at the Fermi energy, (d) C222-diaza at 2.0 eV and (e)
C222-SMe at the Fermi energy. Colored circles in the heat maps mark
the position of the atoms as designated in the right column.
Fig. 3

the cage through the transoid path of the CH2SMe linker,35 and
the current predominantly follows one through-bond path
through the bicyclic cage. Direct current between the bridgehead carbon atoms (marked in orange) is fairly small. This
analysis indicates that the strong suppression in the transmission of C222-diaza comes from a diﬀerent balance between
the through-bond and through-space paths through the molecule.36–40 The three-fold symmetry in the current density is an
indication of this diﬀerent behaviour.
Furthermore, we do not see the signicant substituent
dependence in C222-diaza (Fig. S4†) that was seen in C222SMe;10 methylation in fact seems to give higher transmission in
line with other saturated molecules.41 The injection from the
electrode directly into the bridgehead nitrogen atoms of

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 (a) Transmission functions of C222-diaza, calculated as T(E) ¼
jtLUMO + tHOMO + tHOMO1j2 (dashed line) overlaid with Landauer
transmission in the wide-band limit (solid). (b) MOs of C222-diaza
calculated using DFT with B3LYP functional. White, black and blue
atoms represent H, C and N, respectively.

conductance suppression is due to destructive quantum interference in the s-system. Conclusively, we nd a sharp antiresonance in the transmission near the Fermi energy, and ring
currents that reverse direction at the antiresonance energy.
The measured conductance of the heterocyclic alkanes is
compared to analogous linear alkanes of similar length. The
conductance is suppressed in all three cases; in the case of
dithiane the diﬀerence is over an order of magnitude. These
levels of suppression have not previously been observed with
any synthetically feasible carbon-based molecules. With
molecular lengths around 3 Å, these heterocyclic alkanes are
ultra-short molecular insulators. This nding allows us to move
beyond earlier suggestions for the structural requirements for
destructive s-interference and charts a clear pathway for
rational chemical design of short insulating organic molecules.

Methods
piperazine and C222-diaza, and sulfur atoms of dithiane, thus
enables the suppression of conductance in the single-molecule
junctions.
To understand the interference in C222-diaza from a molecular orbital perspective, we reconstruct the transmission of
C222-diaza around EF calculated in the wide-band limit in Fig. 3
using three resonances, the LUMO, HOMO, and HOMO1.
Each resonance at an energy 3j is coupled to the leads with
a coupling gj. The phase factor, qj, describes the phase relation
of the MO with respect to its overlap with either lead.42–44

In this article we have demonstrated that the single-molecule
conductance of three heterocyclic alkanes, piperazine, C222diaza and dithiane, are signicantly suppressed in STM-BJ
experiments. Through computational analysis of the Landauer
transmission and ballistic current density, we reveal that the

N,N0 -Dimethyl-1,4-butanediamine
was
purchased
from
Ambeed. Ethylenediamine, 1,4-dithiane, 1,4-piperazine, 1,4diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, N,N,N0 ,N0 -tetramethyl-1,4-butanediamine and all of the solvent were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich.
The molecular junction conductance was measured via the
scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ)
technique at room temperature.46,47 A sharp gold tip was
driven in and out of contact with a gold substrate using 1,2,4trichlorobenzene (TCB) as a solvent for the target molecules.
One-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms are constructed
using logarithmic bins (100/decade), and two-dimensional (2D)
histograms use logarithmic bins along the conductance axis
(100/decade) and linear bins (1000/nm) along the displacement
axis, compiled from 3000–5000 traces measured at 100 mV.
Junction conductance values are determined by tting Gaussian
functions without any data selection.
We analysed the experimental results by computing the
Landauer transmission. All molecular geometries are optimized
to local minima in vacuum to 0.01 eV Å1 using density functional theory (DFT) with the PBE functional and DZP basis set as
implemented in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) and
GPAW.48–50 A conformational analysis is also carried out for the
molecules as discussed in part 3 of the ESI.† To form Au–
molecule–Au junctions, the optimized structures were placed
between two four-atom Au pyramids on Au(111) surfaces and
the molecular geometries were relaxed to 0.05 eV Å1. The
transmission was computed at the same level of theory using
the nonequilibrium Green's functions formalism as implemented in ASE.50
Calculation of ballistic current density was done using DFT
at the same level of theory as was employed in the full transport
calculations using GPAW and ASE.48,50 Due to computational
constraints, we used s-band electrodes approximated to the
wide-band limit to model these single-molecule junctions. That
means the gold electrodes were not explicitly included in the
computation but the transmission is qualitatively similar to
computations where the Au electrodes are explicitly considered.19 The current density was calculated under an applied bias

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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tj ðEÞ ¼ eiqj

gj
E  3j þ igj

(1)

As an approximation, we use a phase factor of 0 or p
depending on the symmetry of the orbital.45
In Fig. 4a, we see that the model transmission matches that
obtained with DFT very well. The sharp antiresonance structure
near EF originates primarily from a destructive interference
between the HOMO and HOMO1 which have opposite phases
(qHOMO  qHOMO1 ¼ p). This can be further conrmed by
looking at the calculated MOs shown in Fig. 4b. The HOMO and
HOMO1 have opposite parity at the nitrogens which couple to
the leads. In the reconstructed transmission function, the
HOMO and HOMO1 are both nearly an order of magnitude
better coupled to the leads than the LUMO. Therefore, the
strong destructive quantum interference between HOMO and
HOMO1 can further suppress the constructive quantum
interference between the HOMO and LUMO, resulting in low
conductance for C222-diaza.42 Analogous analyses for the other
two systems are presented in the ESI.†

Conclusions
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of 1 mV. More extensive computational details of this method
are included in part 4 of the ESI† and in previous works.16,51
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